transitive, antisymmetric, and reflexive order relation g. For x e X define L x = {z e X\ z g x} and M x = {zeX\x ^ z}. For EczX define L(E) = v{L 9 \xeE}, and M(E) = U {M, | x e £7}. If X is linearly ordered, the following sets will be called intervals: for x,yeX,(x,y) = {zeX\x < z < y}, [x,y] = {ze X\x ^ z ^ y}. The half-open intervals are defined analogously, and the notations (-°o, #] for L z , (-c0 9 χ) for X\Λf s , etc., will often be employed. The order topology for a linearly ordered set X has for a subbase the family {(-°°,aO}*e.rU{(α, °o)W For two sets A and B, A\B = {$ | a? e A and x$B}, AAB = (A\B) U (B\A); the void set is denoted by φ. ξ Λ denotes the characteristic function of the set A. A is the cardinal number of A. For the cartesian product of a family {X a } a es of sets we write P aes X a (or X s if the X a are all indentical). A point x = (x a ) ae s€ PaβsXa has x a for its a th coordinate. π a is the a th projection function of the product 1.2. In this section G will be any T 2 locally compact commutative idempotent topological semi-group. In particular, the multiplication (%, V) ^^ in G is a continuous function ofGxG onto G. &(G) will denote the set of all Borel subsets of G (11.1 [4] ). A partial ordering on G is introduced by DEFINITION 1.3 For x,y eG define x ^ y to mean xy -y. LEMMA 1.4 . With the ordering of 1.3, G is a topological semilattice under x V y = xy. DEFINITION 1.5. (see [6] ) A subset P of G is an ideal if PGaP.
An ideal P is prime if A = G\P is a nonvoid subsemigroup of G(A* c A).
The complement A of a prime ideal will be called a prime subsemigroup (pssg) 
. Note that a nonvoid subsemi-group A of G is a pssg if and only if L(A) = A.
A semi-character of G is a bounded complex-valued function χ on G, not identically zero, which satisfies the functional equation χ(xy) = χ(x)χ(y) for all x,y eG. The set of all semi-characters of G is denoted by G. THEOREM 
χeG if and only if χ is the characteristic function of a pssg of G.
Proof. Let χeG. Since χ 2 (x) = χ{x~) = %(#) for all xeG,χassumes the values 0 and 1 only. The set A = {x e G | χ(α ) = 1} is the desired pssg. Given any pssg A, ξ A (%V) = ^A^A{V) for a11 ^, V e G and £c ^ 
JOJG
With * as multiplication ^//(G) is then a commutative Banach algebra which has an identity if G has an identity element (p. 351 [15] ). The case in which G has no identity is discussed in 3.12, below.
1.9. It follows directly from the definition that for a Borel pssg A and for measures μ and v in
1.10. For each xeG let δ x denote the point mass at x (1.7 [14] ). For EdG and xeG let X E denote the set X E = {y e G \ xy e E}. For A e &(G) let μ Λ be the member of ^//{G) defined by μ Λ (E) = μ(EnA). The following formulae prove useful in the subsequent sections: LEMMA 1.11. For μ, v e ^/f(G) and x, y eG we have 
By the Fubini theorem (14.25 [4] ) this function defined on G is Borelmeasurable because μ*v e ^f (G), and (1.11.1) follows from (1.8.1) .. Setting v = δ x in (1.11.1) we obtain (1.11.2) and similarly (1.11.3) .
as X E n M x = E Γ\ M x ; thus μ*δ x = μ. If,, conversely, μ*δ x = μ and if EczG\M x then X E = φ and μ(E)-• μ*δ x (E) = μ{ x E) = 0. It follows that | μ \ (G\M X ) = 0 and S(μ) c M M as required.
2* The representation of Δ 2.1. Let ΔΛ?(G) denote the class of all algebra homomorphisms of ^//(G) onto the complex numbers, the structure space of the algebrâ £"(G) (23A, [8] ). It is the purpose of this section to show the impossibility of representing each member τ of Δ^//{G) as an integral of a fixed semi-character. LEMMA 
Let τ e Δ^//(G), then the function x -> z(δ x ) is either a semi-character of G or is identically 0.
Proof. (1.11.3) implies that the function % -> τ(δ x ) is multiplicative; and assumes the values 0 and 1 only. DEFINITION 
Let τ e Δ^//{G).
If A = {x e G \ τ(δ x ) -1} then r is said to determine the set A. By 2.2 A is either a pssg of G or 2.4. If G is compact then G is a compact ordered space in the sense of Nachbin [13], which can be embedded into a cube [i.e., a product of closed unit intervals] by means of a homeomorphism which also is a lattice isomorphism (see [12] and also [16] ). Motivated by this theorem we shall, from now on, restrict our attention to the following type of semigroups:
For each a in an index set S let G a be linearly ordered and topologized by the order topology. Let G = P aes G a be locally compact in the product topology. For x, y eG define xy = (max {x a , y a })aes G will then satisfy 1.2. In particular, the Tykhonov cube G = [0, 1]^, ordered coordinatewise, is a semigroup of this type. 2.5. In an uncountable Tykhonov cube there exist examples of semi-characters which are nonmeasurable with respect to certain product measures. In the countable Tykhonov cube one can show by means of a cardinality argument that nonBorel measurable semi-characters .abound. The method of constructing such semi-characters is employed in the following example. We consider here the 'minimal' infinite product space G = {0,1}
8
, where S = ^0. G is a semigroup of the type under discussion as well as a compact Abelian group, the so-called Cantor group, under coordinatewise addition modulo 2. Utilizing a theorem of Hewitt (Theorem 47 [3] ) which asserts that there exist 2 C distinct ultrafilters on the countably infinite set S, we will show that G possesses 2 C nonBorel pssg's which are in fact nonmeasurable with respect to some member of ^//(G).
Let
'Given any ultrafilter <s$f on S, set
. For distinct ultrafilters on S, (2.6.2) defines distinct pssg's of G. If 3 -^0, then the set of all pssg's of G has cardinality 2 C , and hence a pssg of G is usually not a Borel set.
Proof. Let Ssf and A be as in 2.6. If %,
Let J^ & be distinct ultrafilters on S and A B the corresponding pssg's. Let Ue s^f\^. By (2.6.2) %G5 and since jy is closed under supersets, % g A. Therefore Aφ B. The last statement of the theorem follows from Hewitt's theorem (Th. 47 [3] ) and the fact that G has only c Borel sets (p. 26 [2] ). EXAMPLE 2.8. Let μ be the Haar measure of the group G of :2.5. Let s^ be a free ultrafilter on the index set S and let A be the pssg given by (2.6.2) . Consider the prime ideal P = G\A. It will be shown that
It follows then that A is not ^-measurable and hence A&&(G). It was shown in 2.7 that there exist 2 C distinct pssgs of this type in G. To prove (i) let N= ΓϊaeFπάKNΌ) be any nonvoid basic open set in G, i.e., F is a finite subset of S and φ Φ N a a{0, 1}, for aeF.
Since s/ is a free ultraίilter, FgJϊf; hence U= S\Fes$f and x^eP, Let x e N and let y = α% then y is in the ideal P and # α = x a for all αeί 1 , so that yeNΓ)P.
Thus P meets every nonvoid open subset of G.
To establish (ii), assume that A is /^-measurable and μ(A) > 0. Then by Steinhaus' theorem (20.17 [4] ) there exists a nonvoid open set 0 c A -A = {x ~ y; x, y e A}.
Note, however, that %, x r e A implies
For (iii) we note that P -P a A, and again apply Steinhaus*' theorem to show that μ(K) = 0 for each compact subset K of P. Hence μ(A) Φ 0.
Suppose τ^Δ^f(G)
and τ determines A as in 2.3; suppose also that for some measure μe^/f(G), A is not ^-measurable, as in the above example. Then there exists no semi-character ξ B eG such that the formula
for all x e AΔB\ and if B = A, then B is not ^-measurable and (2.9.1) does not make sense for v = μ.
On the other hand, we will show that each pssg A of G is determined by some τ e Λ^f(G); such a homomorphism τeJ^f(G) is then not representable by formula (2.9.1). DEFINITION Then &* is a directed set (p. 65 [7] ) under set inclusion and
we use the Jordan decomposition of μ and define
Obviously ( For those μe^/Z{G) for which A happens to be /^-measurable τ*{μ) = μ(A); in particular τ*(d x ) -δ x (A) for all xeG, so that the homomorphism τ* determines the pssg A.
3* The structure space of ^f(G) for finite products* 3.1. From now on G will be a finite product, G -Pk =1 G k , satisfying the hypothesis of 2.4; i.e., G is a product lattice. The symbol 5g will donote the order relation on G as well as that on the coordinate spaces G k ; likewise the meaning of L x and M x will vary according as xeG or x e G k . In context these usages will cause no confusion. 
Proof. Write μ = μ, + μ My (see 1.10) . Then ||/Vl! = μ^G) = μ{G\M y ) < ε.
By ( We now state the main theorem of this section. contradicting the hypothesis that τezL^(G). For, given μe^€ (G) and ε > 0, there exists a compact set KaG such that I μ I (G\K) < ε; hence || μ σ \ K || < ε. Since K is compact there exists yeG such that KaM y , and (1.11.4) implies that τ(μ κ ) = rG"**#y) = 0. Thus I τ(μ) \ = \ τ{μ GXK ) | ^ || μ Gχκ \\ < ε, and since ε was arbitrary, τ(μ) = 0.
To prove (3.5.2) let μ ^ 0 and consider the sets {3.5.3) P = G\A and, for k = 1, , n,
We show that τ(μ P ) -0 by expressing P as in the union of the pairwise disjoint Borel sets T k = π^PiWJ^ zl π^Pj, and applying 3.4 to the measures μ Tk .
It follows that τ(μ) -τ(μ Λ ).
Next, let ε > 0 be given and let xe A be such that μ(A\L x ) < ε (by 3.3). By (1.11.2) there exists a measure ve^f(G) such that μ Λ *δ x (E) = μ Λ (L x )δ x (E) + v(E) and such that ||^||<ε. It follows,
, and so
and (3.5.2) holds for μ ^> 0. For arbitrary μe ^(G) it holds because of the linearity of τ. THEOREM 
The Banach-algebra ^-/ίf{G) is semi-simple.
In view of (3.5.2) we need only show that if μ(A) = 0 for all pssgs A then μ = 0. This is most efficiently accomplished if one uses the machinery developed in §4 and adapts the proof of 2.4 [14] . where A k = π k A is a pssg of G k and τ 4;k is regarded as a member of the structure space Δ^f (G k We now follow closely the proof of 2.7 [14] and thus show that the interval topology and the Gelfand topology are identical in both G and G o . The proof is completed by noting that a subbase for the closed sets in the interval topology for G o is the collection From this it follows that the interval topology of G is the relativized interval topology of G o . By Theorems 3 and 4 [1] the former is equal to the product topology of G = Pk=iG k , and is therefore a locally compact T 2 -topology (2.7 [14] ), having G o as its one-point compactification. The proof that G o is totally disconnected uses again the nature of G as a product space and Ross' result 2.8 [14] . DEFINITION Proof. In view of 3.9 we need only show here that multiplication THE MEASURE ALGEBRA OF A LOCALLY COMPACT SEMIGROUP 209 in G is continuous. This follows from Theorems 2 and 3 [1] , which assert that the lattice P k =iG k , being distributive, is a topological lattice.
Having identified ΔΛ?(G)

Under the present hypothesis it can now be shown that the algebra ^(G)
has an identity element if and only if G has a least element. For if ^f(G) has an identity then Δ^f/ (G) is compact (19B [8] ), and hence G -P£ =1 G k is compact in its product topology. If τ Λ is the least element of G k , k = 1, , n, then A k must consist of a single element a k of G k and the point a = (a k )l =1 is the least element of G. The converse has already been discussed in 1.8.
That we cannot make the same claim under the more general hypothesis of 1.2 is seen from the following simple example. However, G itself has no identity element.
4* The Herglotz-Bochner theorem for ^f(G).
4.1. This section generalizes §4 [14] . Under the hypothesis of 3.1 we first introduce the concept of a function of finite variation of the n variables z u , τ n , defined on G. τ 0 will denote the zero functional on ^f(G k ) as well as on We formally adopt the notation used by Munroe in his discussion of ) and adapt it for our purposes. Considering g as a function of the k th coordinate τ k of τ eG, the operator δ Λ , depending on R } is defined by
If R = P kssl I k and if for some ft, I fc = (τ 0 , τ Λ J, we set 4.6.2) ξ? -{Je^|z/c^} , having been defined in 4.5. With the ordering given in 4.6, Sf and if are easily seen to be directed sets. DEFINITION 4.7. Let h e 9f (G o We apply the Riesz Representation theorem (19.12 [4] ) to the above functional and obtain, as an extension of 4.6 [14] , a theorem which characterizes those continuous functions on G o which are Gelfand transforms of measures in 
G ϋ ).
Then h is the Gelfand transform of some measure μe ^/f(G) if and only if V(h) < co and h(τ 0 ) = 0.
Ross gives an example (4.7 [14] ) of a function h e (h) , and which is not a transform.
It is possible to show that the variation functions used by Ross (2.9 and 4.4 [14] ) for linearly ordered G are consistent, in all cases concerning this paper, with those defined in 4.7 and 4.8, and that Theorem 4.6 [14] is actually a corollary to our Theorem 4.11. 
I-kh(I) for each closed ideal I in ^//(G).
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